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ABSTRACT 

This paper is about Ion Sensitive Field Effect Transistor (ISFET) is famous semiconductor based sensor which is utilized for compound and biochemical 

detecting. This paper presents the demonstrating of electrolyte-encasing semiconductor design of ISFET. The electrolyte area alongside reference anode has been 

demonstrated as a semi-guide with reasonable boundaries determined systematically. Silicon Nitride is utilized as a detecting film. The I-V credits of the device is 

gotten from the eliminated limits with a botch of 3.53% and 2.29% between the revealed and displayed isothermal focuses for entryway voltage (VGS) and 

channel current (IDS) separately.Finally we demonstrate the temperature drift of ISFET model by using MATLAB simulation. 

Index Terms—Biosensor, ISFET, Silicon Nitride, Temperature Drift, MATLAB. 

Introduction  

Nowadays, Semi-conductor based sensors became popular due to their low cost and low power. They have been used in a wide variety of applications 

replacing bulky technologies used conventionally in the past[1, 2]. Compound detecting has been testing task as they are inclined to non-idealities, for 

example, fleeting float and temperature-subordinate way of behaving [3-8].Significant endeavors have as of late been made to satisfy the business need 

for strong electrochemical sensors for an assortment of uses includingbio-clinical gadgets, natural checking and food handling [1-6]. This paper is 

mostly founded on a particle touchy field-impact semiconductor (ISFET) is a gadget utilized for estimating particle focuses in arrangement. Particle 

touchy field-impact semiconductor (ISFET) innovation, imagined by P. Bergveld in 1970 [1], has seen incredible enhancements throughout the most 

recent couple of many years. The major use of ISFETs is in pH detecting, and it fills in as an option in contrast to traditional particle particular 

cathodes. It likewise fills in as a stage innovation for substance/biochemical detecting. It has been utilized to quantify convergence of different particles 

like Na+, K+, in an analyte, and furthermore for mark free bio detecting, with proper surface change of detecting film. Be that as it may, the gadget 

experiences non idealities, for example, temperature float, hysteresis. One more work by, presented a method of high strain treatment of the silicon 

nitride slight layer. The surface is oxidized and hydrolyzed.This makes the silanol site to show up all things considered outrageous thickness, which 

gives focusing on sway on oxidation and hydrolysis, further subsequently growing the adequacy of the pH ISFET. The exhibition of gadget relies 

altogether upon the detecting film material utilized. The non-idealities involving hysteresis and nonlinearity has been significantly tended to by utilizing 

detecting movies like Si3N4. However, it is the electrochemical reaction in that the temperature of the electrochemical reliance of some boundaries that 

impact the result in the direct flow qualities.  

 

Ion-sensitive field effect transistor 

The contraption plan and production process for the ISFET is fundamentally equivalent to that for a metal-oxide-semiconductor field sway 

semiconductor (MOSFET), aside from the entryway locale. Here ISFET sensor is same as the metal oxide semiconductor field impact semiconductor 

(MOSFET) but the only difference is except of that gate oxide region. The ISFET foes not have gate electrode i.e the gate oxide is left exposed to the 

ambient situation, which leads to the charge formation. Not with standing, the entryway cathode isn't saved and the door locale isn't exemplified. 

Detecting film is developed over of the gate oxide to the development of further gadgets. The detecting layer, like Si3N4, Al2O3, and Ta2O5, recognizes 

change in particle focus in an answer [4]. A schematic view of ISFET is shown in Figure 1. In electrolyte-insulator interface it prompts the electric 

charge in the arrangement by a model named Gouy – Chapman – Stern model and it is also represented by that model only [5-7]. 
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Figure 1 Schematic view of ion-sensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET) 

The Figure 1 shows the block diagaram of the ISFET based pH sensor. The amount of charge generated is a function of the sensing film used and pH of 

the solution. The net positive / negative charge on the some particle the surfaces may changes the limit voltage that change in the semiconductor.The 

interaction boundaries utilized for displaying the gadget are talked about in the following area. 

A comparable ISFET door voltage contrast Vg+ can be characterized as the electrical expected distinction between the mass periods of the semiconductor 

and the entryway material as in condition: 

VG
+ = E1 + V ref + VB                                       (1) 

The equation for the drain current Ids and threshold voltage Vth for ISFET is as: 

 

Ids = 𝜇n Cox
𝑊

𝐿
 [(Vgs – Vth) ־−

𝑉𝑑𝑠

2
] Vds(2) 

 

Here n is referred as electron mobility, Cox is referred as oxide capacitance per unit area, W is referred as width of channel, L is referred as the length of 

channel, Vds is referred as gate to source voltage, Vth is referred as the ISFET threshold voltage, and Vds is referred as the drain to source voltage. 

Vth=Ere𝑓 − 𝜓o +𝜒
sol − 

ΦSi

𝑞
 − Qss +Qox+

QB

𝐶𝑜𝑥
 + 2𝜙F                              (3) 

 

Where, Eref is Reference electrode potential; 𝜓o is Surface potential; Xsol is Surface dipole potential of the solution; ΦSi is Work function of Si; q is 

elementary charge; the sum of Qss, Qoxand QB is Accumulated charge at the oxide silicon interface; and 𝜙F is Fermi potential. 

 

 

Figure 2 I-V Characteristics of  ISFET 
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pH Buffer Solution Temperature Dependence 

The pH of buffer solution is temperature dependent. The pH of a support arrangement is temperature subordinate. To do exact reproductions in 

accordance with viable trial conditions, the pH of the cushion arrangement is fluctuated with temperature T as per the articulation revealed as  

 

𝑝𝐻 =
𝐴

𝑇
+ 𝐵 + 𝐶 × 𝑇 + 𝐷 × 𝑇2                      (4) 

Where the coefficients of A, B, C and D values depends on the type of solution which used. In this, we use experimental data for pH buffer solution 

provided by Hach. 

 

 

Figure 3: Change in pH buffer with temperature 

 

IV.Temperature dependence of isfet parameters 

The ISFET pH sensor is delicate to temperature changes because of the temperature of the electrochemical and semiconductor boundaries, which 

prompts non-ideal conduct. The edge voltage of the semiconductor lessens in acidic medium because of the protonation of silanol and fundamental 

amine objections. The current conduction is a measure of float and dispersal parts, which are dependent upon temperature. This influences the qualities 

of the semiconductor and different boundaries, for example, the capability of the reference anode, interface charges at the electrolyte-insulator. The 

investigation of the reference terminal terms and electrolyte-protector interface terms are introduced in the segment. The pH reliance of the cushion 

arrangement is additionally introduced. And furthermore it gives a definite investigation of the reliance of the semiconductor boundaries of the 

semiconductor boundaries on temperature. The temperature-dependent  boundaries can be categorized into three sections: 

Reference Electrode Potential 

The reference anode supplies potential to the analyte of interest. The solution
𝐴𝑔

𝐴𝑔𝑐𝑙
reference terminal with filling plan of 3.0 M KCL.The reference 

electrode potential is reported as [1]. 

Eref(T) = Eabs 
𝐻+

𝐻2
  + Eref(

𝐴𝑔

𝐴𝑔𝑐𝑙
)  + (

𝑑𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝑑𝑇
) × (T-298.16)  V                                 (5) 

Where Eabs(
𝐻+

𝐻2
) is referred as it is a normalized hydrogen potential and Eref(

𝐴𝑔

𝐴𝑔𝑐𝑙
) is referred as the relative potentia. Both of these potentials are 

temperature independent. By simplifying the above equation (5) , we get 

Ere𝑓 = 4.905 + 1.4 × 10−4 × (T − 298.16) V                    (6) 

 

Those values are not impacted by the innovated used to create the certain point of semiconductor which is autonomous of the semiconductor 

manufacture innovation [7]. For a common fluid intersection capability of 3 mV, which is inconsequential in correlation with that of some other 

temperature-subordinate term.Observed in the below graph that, as temperature increases the reference electrode value also increases rapidly. 
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Figure 4:Reference Electrode Vs Temperature 

 

Table 1:Shows the Temperature (K) and pH values. 

 

Temperature pH 

280 10.2 

290 10.1 

300 10 

310 9.9 

320 9.8 

 

The pH of solution gives the point of zero charge (pHpzc) 

The system of equations discussed is commonly reported in papers on ISFET devices, but not studies ignore the term when calculating the pHpzc. The pH 

at the spot of zero charge as, 

pHpzc = 
1

2.3
 𝑙𝑛 𝑥(7) 

Where x = exp (2.3 × pH), pHpzc means point of zero charge.In this, we utilize exploratory information for pH support arrangement given by Hach. 

 

Figure 5:pHpzc versus Temperature 

Temperature Vs VT (ISFET)  

Relating bends for the result signal utilizing the prepared models shows the temperature autonomous attributes when tried for pH 3, 5 and 7. It exhibits 

the variety of the limit voltage as an element of pH over a wide temperature range. The moving of the edge voltage likewise brings about the 

debasement of the sensor awareness for pH values when temperature fluctuates. 
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Figure 6:Vt (ISFET) versus Temperature 
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